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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning and welcome. This morning’s webinar is brought to you by the U.S. Department of Education’s Region 10 Equity Assistance Center, housed at Education Northwest in Portland, Oregon. 



Welcome and Background 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Erin Lolich.  My role at Education Northwest includes leading professional learning and system improvement work for schools, districts and states in the Pacific Northwest and beyond. My background includes elementary teaching, school district administration, and leading statewide professional learning projects. 



About You 

In the chat box, please share your: 
• Name  
• Role 
• Something you celebrate about your culture 

For example:  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This photo shows wine barrels in my backyard, planted with fig trees and blueberry bushes.  My dida, my Croatian grandfather, used to make wine in the barrels. Any Croatian will tell you the importance of figs in their culture.  I grew up on a blueberry farm, the source of the blueberry bushes.  



Quick Recap of Webinar 1 

Culturally Responsive Common Core 

Who & 
How 

Why 
What  

Text Complexity 

Academic Language Your Culture 

Students’ Cultures 

Well-Educated,  
Diverse Citizens 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This webinar is the 2nd in a 3-part series.  Last week I presented on the first ELA shift: increased text complexity and academic language.  I dedicated much of that webinar to unpacking teacher and student culture, so if you missed it, I recommend visiting our website for the archived webinar.  



Purpose 

Examine the intersection of CCSS ELA Shift 
#2 and the foundations of culturally 
responsive practice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re here today to discuss the second of three Common Core English Language Arts shifts: Reading, Writing, and Speaking Grounded in Evidence from Literary and Informational Texts. Our focus will be on what this means in K-5. How do we address this shift with a focus on culturally responsive practice?



The Big Picture  

Culturally Responsive Common Core 

Who & 
How 

Why 
What  

Read carefully  
and answer 
text-dependent 
questions 

Write to inform 
and persuade 
based on 
evidence 

Your culture 

Students’ cultures 

Well-educated, 
diverse citizens 
prepared for the 
reading and writing 
demands of college 
and the workplace 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s our big picture organizer.  The why is simple.  We want well-educated, diverse citizens prepared for the reading and writing demands of college and the workplace. Next, the what. Shift 2 focuses on close reading, text-dependent questions and writing to inform and persuade. We’ll go in to depth about what the authors of the common core were aiming for. Finally, who and how. Teaching in a culturally responsive manner is predicated on knowing our students. To know our students, we must first know ourselves. Today we’ll very briefly discuss unpacking culture; then we’ll get into practical applications. 



Why 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s no doubt that our students are becoming more diverse, and our teaching force does not reflect this diversity.  Our amazing diversity of languages spoken in public schools is one of the many reasons we need culturally responsive teaching practices. 



What: Read carefully and answer 
text-dependent questions 

What is said 
RL & RI 

Standards 1-3 

How it’s said  
RL & RI  

Standards 4-6 

What it means 
RL & RI  

Standards 7-9 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Common Core English Language Arts Shift 2 requires students to read carefully and answer text-dependent questions. The Reading Literature (RL) and Reading Informational Text (RL) are laid out the same way across grades.  Standards 1-3 focus on key ideas and details, or “what is said.” Standards 4-6 focus on craft and structure, or “how it’s said.” Standards 7-9 focus on integration of knowledge and ideas, or “what it means.” Standard 10 specifically addresses text complexity.  



What: Read carefully and answer 
text-dependent questions 

Not text-dependent: 
• What do you like to 

do when it snows? 
Text-dependent: 
• Why was the snow 

piled high along the 
street? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text dependent questions are those that can only be answered by reading the text.  This is an intentional shift away from drawing upon students background knowledge-an effort to level the playing field for students who enter school  without a wide variety of academically enriching experiences to draw upon.  Students can guess the answer to the question “why was the snow piled high along the street?”, but they can’t answer it with certainty without reading the book.  



What: Read carefully and answer 
text-dependent questions 

Not text-dependent: 
• Have you ever gone 

to the dentist for 
anything except a 
cleaning? 

Text-dependent: 
• What can you infer 

from the tooth on the 
ground? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text dependent questions ask students to read and make inferences based on the text.  



1. Think about what you think is the most important learning to be 
drawn from the text. Note this as raw material for the culminating 
assignment and the focus point for other activities to build toward. 

2. Determine the key ideas of the text. Create a series of questions 
structured to bring the reader to an understanding of these. 

3. Locate the most powerful academic words in the text and 
integrate questions and discussions that explore their role into the 
set of questions above. 

4. Take stock of what standards are being addressed in the series of 
questions above. Then decide if any other standards are suited to 
being a focus for this text. If so, form questions that exercise those 
standards.  

Creating Questions for Close Analytic 
Reading Exemplars: A Brief Guide 

Source: achievethecore.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Achievethecore.org is a treasure trove of common core resources.  This teacher’s guide lays out a process for previewing text, developing text-dependent questions, identifying academic vocabulary, etc.  



 5. Consider if there are any other academic words that students 
would profit from focusing on. Build discussion planning or 
additional questions to focus attention on them.  

 6. Find the sections of the text that will present the greatest 
difficulty and craft questions that support students in 
mastering these sections. These could be sections with 
difficult syntax, particularly dense information, and tricky 
transitions or places that offer a variety of possible 
inferences. 

 7. Develop a culminating activity around the idea or learning 
identified in #1. A good task should reflect mastery of one or 
more of the standards, involve writing, and be structured to 
be done by students independently.  

Creating Questions for Close Analytic 
Reading Exemplars: A Brief Guide 

Source: achievethecore.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s part 2 of the guide (I bolded key phrases).  This document could b very helpful to guide a PLC through unit or lesson development.  



SMARTER Balanced Practice 
Question: 3rd-Grade ELA 
Which source most likely has the most 
useful information about the kinds of work 
that astronauts do while they are in space? 
Explain why this source most likely has the 
most useful information about the kinds of 
work that astronauts do while they are in 
space. Support your explanation with two 
details from the source. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do these text dependent questions look like on an assessment?  In this SMARTER Balanced practice question from the 3rd grade assessment, students are asked to read two texts, compare them, make inferences, and cite evidence to persuade the audience.  Pretty rigorous!  I hope these third graders have had ample practice close reading and writing to persuade.



Fun Facts 

80% of the ELA Standards require students to 
be able to respond to text-dependent questions 
 
0% of the ELA Standards require students to be 
able to respond to make text-to-self 
connections 
 
20% of the ELA Standards require students to 
be able to respond to make text-to-text or text-
to-world connections 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may be familiar with what was once a common approach to teaching elementary language arts:  asking students to make connections between text and self, text and text, and text and and world.  You can see this old approach has limited utility in the common core when compared to answering text-dependent questions.  



Please respond in the chat box 

Rate your skill at developing text-dependent 
questions. 
Scale 
1: text-dependent super star 
5: I miss text-to-self questions! 



What: Write to inform and 
persuade based in evidence  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a sample of a 1st grader’s informational writing.  Is it culturally responsive?  I can’t tell without knowing more about the book and the related lesson.



What: Write to inform and 
persuade based in evidence  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a sample of a 3rd grader’s persuasive writing.  Is it culturally responsive? It’s a topic that almost all students can relate to; it appears to be pretty neutral.  In terms of meeting the standard, the student has provided reasons to support her opinion.  She could increase linking words and phrases to make it stronger.



What: Write to inform and 
persuade based in evidence  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a 5th grade persuasive essay.  It’s well-constructed and uses events from the text to support opinions.  It is logically organized, the opinion is clearly stated at the end of the first paragraph and followed by five examples from the text, each explained in a well-elaborated paragraph. The linking words and phrases connect the writer’s opinion with clear examples from the text. The concluding paragraph restates the opinion and summarizes the reasons for it.  



Please respond in the chat box 

How much of the student writing you see 
informs or persuades, versus narrates 
personal experience? 



The Big Picture  

Culturally Responsive Common Core 

Who & 
How 

Why 
What  

Read carefully  
and answer 
text-dependent 
questions 

Write to inform 
and persuade 
based on 
evidence 

Your Culture 

Students’ Cultures 

Well-Educated,  
Diverse Citizens 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back to the big picture. We’ve discussed careful or close reading and answering text dependent questions. We’ve looked at student writing that informs or persuades based on evidence.  Let’s discuss further implications for how these shifts are taught in a culturally responsive manner.



Culture 

your 
culture 

applying 
students’ 

cultures to 
tasks 

your 
students’ 
cultures 

Who and How: Culture 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basic framework here is to know your own culture and that of your students.  For more on this, visit my first webinar, archived on the Education Northwest website.  



Who and How: Applying 
Students’ Cultures to Tasks 

Applying 
Students’ 

Cultures to 
Tasks 

draw curriculum 
from students’ 

histories, 
interests, 
families 

embed multiple 
perspectives 

model & 
practice code 

switching 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of recent 5th grade work from an Oregon school district.  Students interviewed elders who live in a local assisted living facility over several sessions.  Then they wrote biographies and made these art pieces.  Elaine, by the way, is my grandma.  



Who and How: Applying 
Students’ Cultures to Tasks 

Applying 
Students’ 

Cultures to 
Tasks 

draw curriculum 
from students’ 

histories, 
interests, 
families 

embed multiple 
perspectives 

model & 
practice code 

switching 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a task from another Oregon school district.  Students of all grades were asked to write about what makes them feel welcome at school.  



Applying 
Students’ 

Cultures to 
Tasks 

draw curriculum 
from students’ 

histories, 
interests, 
families 

embed multiple 
perspectives 

model & 
practice code 

switching 

Who and How: Applying 
Students’ Cultures to Tasks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yet another Oregon school district.  These students wrote guidance for their teachers about how to best connect with them.



Please respond in the chat box 

How could the three examples shown be 
made more rigorous? 



Please respond in the chat box 

What other strategies have you found 
effective for developing and supporting 
students to respond to text-dependent 
questions? 

What other strategies have you found 
effective for teaching writing to inform and 
persuade using evidence? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain the term “cultural assets” KWL 



The Big Picture  

Culturally Responsive Common Core 

Who & 
How 

Why 
What  

Read carefully  
and answer 
text-dependent 
questions 

Write to inform 
and persuade 
based on 
evidence 

Your Culture 

Students’ Cultures 

Well-Educated,  
Diverse Citizens 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One last time: the big picture.  First, the why: well-educated, diverse citizens. Next, the what: close reading, answering text-dependent questions and writing to inform and persuade. Finally, who and how:  Know yourself, know your students, use what you know to inform tasks.  



Thank you! 
@erinlolich 
 
Erin.Lolich@educationnorthwest.org 
 
Upcoming Webinars: tinyurl.com/zur9vjn 
 
Shift 3: Building Knowledge Through Content-Rich Nonfiction 

 May 17, 2016, 2:00–3:00 p.m. Pacific Daylight Time 
 

Please fill out the feedback form: 
http://goo.gl/forms/7G48ukGsGS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Region 10 EAC has several more webinars coming up in May and early June, including ELA Shift 3, which will build upon this webinar. 



Resources and References 

Common Core Standards Appendix A 
tinyurl.com/66n79bz 
 
Achievethecore.org 
 
Nationalequityproject.org 
 
PBS Race: The Power of an Illusion 
tinyurl.com/b3xq 
 
Home Visit Guide 
tinyurl.com/zbd6bq8 
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